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1. James the Crusader (A Aeolian) 05:07

2. Benevolent Deeds 01:18

3. Minstrel's Magnum Opus 00:35

4. William the Great (D Dorian) 03:47

5. Cunning Deeds 01:56

6. Minstrel's Martial Song 00:27

7. Holy Deeds 00:54

8. Harry the Young (E Phrygian) 05:12

9. Dark Deeds 01:32

10. Minstrel's Spirit Hymn 00:34
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11. His Majesty's Fool 00:35
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This game can be summed up succinctly by the following sentence:
Meh.

When you play RTW's secondary expansion - Alexander - you can help but think; 'What could have been...' Quite similar to
what I personally think on Alexander's untimely demise at still relatively youth stage.

The campaign is poor. The map was clearly made without either time or consideration. The factions are limited, whilst the units
are even more limited. The best fun to be had is playing custom battles, or perhaps the somewhat disappointing historical battle
recreations. As a stand alone game, free of the RTW franchise, Alexander may have been considered pretty decent, but when
you consider that TCA made this AFTER Rome and the Barbarian expansion, you can tell they were just quickly milking the
cow before moving onto another era.

5 out of 10 - If you're burning cash, get it. Otherwise, save yourself the time and money. Subpar expansion.. A fun, quick game!
Not much to it, which isn't bad, but not for those who are looking for a lengthy game. Very nice background scenes going on
throughout the game as well! :D. I remember playing the original like... 15 years ago?
Wonky handling, but with a cute charm, it tried to combine the likes of the original Trackmania, Flatout and INSANE with
some derivative NFS/GTA-style back-story, and although lacking, it was a nice timewaster for the ~$5 I spent.

This version is basically the same thing, but seems like it's been changed somewhat. It doesn't seem as good, feels like not all the
game is here, or maybe my memory is all rosy-coloured and this game really isn't that great.

I don't really recommend the game (I'd rate it more neutral, but really it isn't very good), as there are so many other games out
there from the similar era that are better - the afore-mentioned games would be worth checking out before this one.

Also, that finally boss was NOT that hard in the original game!. Could have been a good game, the overall campaign is pretty
decent though is hampered by a few issues. Multiplayer is broken beyond repair. Buy only if you are a off road fanatic, it
happens to be on sale and you own basically all racing games off of steam.. you can tell this is defiently made for the oculus as it
makes you feel motion sickness really bad. i wouldnt recommend it to the htc vive owners stick to the vive games that dont
make you feel ill but the oculus rift owners i would really recommend to yous as your be used to this sortta motion sickness with
all those rift games!. Very boring! it takes to much work to get any fun out of the game, even then its not even that fun.. Well,
after a long wait, I can finally play the game in fullscreen with ALT+ENTER. Still a terrible PC port, no resolution options,
poor controls, no key rebinding, 3 presets that serve as graphics settings, basically its just like playing a somewhat entertaining
mobile game... on pc. If you're a fan of RT, go on ahead, it's only 4 bucks. Otherwise, you may wish to steer clear.
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My wife and I play it together and i can honestly say 10\/10. it is far less stressful than overcooked, but still very fun. there is a
lot of content in this game and i cant wait to play it more!. Fun adventure game, with new puzzles and 21 hidden skulls to find
during your adventure. Three modes of adventure.
Good story line, a couple of achievements to get, but not overwhelming.
I recommend this game.. While the 2D version is a disappointment, the VR DLC finally explores the full potential of the game
with VR.
Every parts of the game work flawlessly in VR. It is just like watching a VR anime during the cut scenes which is super
awesome.. I can't play this because it won't load. Don't but this. It is BROKEN.. Fantastic and old puzzler!. The developers have
taken way to long to release the game and have not even delivered what was promised. I bought the deluxe edition at least 2
years ago or longer and it was promised to include Russia and Germany as playable factions when released. Well here we are,
years later, and still can not play these factions. It is extremely disappointing and frustrating.. fun to play.. Caveat: I've been
wanting a game very like this one for many years before it was released, so it's possible my glasses are slightly rose-tinted.

So first: I can see why the reviews are mixed. For my first several hours in-game, it was extremely frustrating. I was trying to
make it work the way I thought it should work (since there really isn't a great deal of guidance), and...it wasn't working. Beyond
problems on the heist, I had no grasp of the shop system for a bit, so my first few attempts were a tale of money problems and
dead or imprisoned thieves.

And then something clicked.

And oh man have I been obsessed with this game since. And I'm still within the first 20-25% of the story!

Some pros:

  It's a legitimately thrilling, rewarding experience to make that narrow escape with all the loot. A+ on capturing "the feel
of the heist."

  If you've ever wanted to have your own adventure in Lankhmar, this is the closest you'll get at the moment. The art and
atmosphere make me feel like Fafhrd and the Grey Mouser could pop up any minute.

  Suitable price for the content, in my opinion. Great price when you consider how niche the subject is.

  That je ne sais quoi certain games (XCOM series and the like) offer whereby the player develops complicated
relationships with the in-game crew.

  U/I and functionality: it looks pretty, it works, and it hasn't been as buggy for me as some of these reviews would
indicate.

  Music is pretty perfect.

Some cons:

  I've come into contact with one very minor bug so far where a story-quest resolved without me being able to see the
result. Pretty minor.

  There are certainly some areas of gameplay which could be tweaked or expanded. Sadly, that doesn't look likely to
happen. And that's a damn shame.

  Probably the worst thing is how opaque certain gameplay elements are until trial-and-error teach the player how a skill
or mechanic works. (The "climb" skill is still basically a guaranteed death-sentence whenever I try to use it.)
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Okay. That's about it.

Buy it! Enjoy!. 

Check out our Steam Curator Page
 and Website[bluntlyhonest.review] for even reviews and exclusive content!

Its cute, super cute, and looks adorable, the gameplay however is really boring however and while not terrible its better suited
for a mobile time wasting game, than an actual PC title, decent but not decent enough, only recommended for those who like
very simple repetitive mechanics.

This mini review is part of "10 Games that are so gosh darn cute."
https://bluntlyhonest.review/2019/05/08/10-games-that-are-so-gosh-darn-cute/
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